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Graphene oxide (GO)/polyvinyl alcohol composites with extremely high in-plane thermal conductivities are prepared by a simple
tape casting process using water as process solvent. The in-plane thermal conductivity of the composite can reach 17.61W/mK at
only 0.1 wt% GO loading, which is close to that of fully dense alumina. The excellent thermal conducting ability, the unique two-
dimensionalmorphology, and the all-wet handling of theGOfillers as well as the high orientation of the fillers in the polymermatrix
all contribute to the high thermal conductivities achieved. Meanwhile, the composites show good electrical insulation property and
decent transparency.

1. Introduction

The intrinsic thermal conductivities of polymers are generally
much lower than those of other materials. Introducing
thermal conductive fillers is one convenient and effective way
to enhance the thermal conducting abilities of polymers [1].
However, until now, in order to increase polymer’s thermal
conductivity significantly, high filler loading (more than
30 vol%) is always required [1, 2], which often leads to other
unwanted issues, such as high cost, difficulties in processing,
brittleness, and weight increase. Achieving high thermal
conductivities with quite low filler loadings is highly expected
and still remains as a challenge.

Various thermal conductive fillers have been incorpo-
rated into polymer matrix to increase their thermal conduc-
tivities, such as metals, ceramics particles, nanoclays, and
carbon-basedmaterials [1]. Among all potential thermal con-
ductive fillers, nanoscaled fillers, especially one-dimensional
nanofillers, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), have been
favored for the past decade due to their extremely low
percolation threshold comparing to other fillers [3]. However,
although CNTs as well as other one-dimensional nanofillers
can form percolating network at very low concentrations as
evidenced by electrical conductivities above the percolation

threshold, their abilities to enhance thermal conductivity are
rather disappointing and much lower than the theoretical
predictions [1, 3].

Graphene is an amazing material. Since its discovery,
graphene has attracted enormous interest both in scientific
research and in industry. It has been reported that the
percolation threshold of graphene/polystyrene composites
is as low as 0.1 vol% [4]. The small percolation threshold,
the ultrahigh in-plane thermal conductivity (∼5000W/mK),
and its two-dimensional structure make graphene one of
the most potential thermal conductive filler candidates. Xie
et al. theoretically studied graphene nanosheets and CNTs
as secondary fillers for polymer composites and suggested
that two-dimensional graphene nanosheets aremore effective
than one-dimensional CNT in enhancing the thermal con-
ductivity [5].

In this work, graphene oxide (GO)/polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) composites are prepared by a simple environmental
friendly process usingwater as process solvent. GO is selected
because it bears abundant hydroxyl, carbonyl, and carboxyl
groups [6] leading to excellent dispersibility in aqueous
solution and stronger interactions (H-bonding) with PVA.
Low dimensional nanofillers with large aspect ratio, such as
CNTs and graphene, often show obvious anisotropy in their
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thermal conducting abilities. By controlling the orientation
of the nanofillers, higher thermal conductivities in desired
direction can be achieved [7–9]. GO fillers can be easily
aligned during a so-called tape casting process, which leads
to superior in-plane thermal conducting abilities. The in-
plane thermal conductivity of the PVA composite can reach
17.61W/mK at only 0.1 wt% GO loading. And that value can
further increase to 24.63W/mKat 5wt% loading.Meanwhile,
the composites show good electrical insulation property and
decent transparency.

2. Materials and Methods

Graphite oxide was synthesized from graphite by the Hum-
mers method [12].The dispersions of individual GO sheets in
water (7mgmL−1) were prepared by ultrasonication accord-
ing to the literature [13, 14]. PVA (MW: 1750 ± 50) was
obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Shanghai,
China, used as received.

Certain amount of GO aqueous dispersion was mixed
with a 5wt% PVA aqueous solution. The mixture was first
magnetically stirred at room temperature for 30min and
then sonicated for an additional 30min to obtain uniform
dispersions. Then the GO/PVA nanocomposite films were
prepared by tape casting, as previously reported [1].

XRD profiles were recorded using a Rigaku X-ray diffrac-
tometer (D/Max-2250 V, Japan) with Cu K𝛼 radiation. SEM
images were taken on a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron
microscope. Measurements of the cross-plane and in-plane
thermal conductivities of the samples (cross-plane: 10mm ×
10mm, thickness 0.1∼2.5mm; in-plane: diameter 25.4mm,
thickness 0.1∼0.5mm) were carried out at room tempera-
ture using a laser-flash diffusivity instrument (Nano-Flash-
Apparatus, LFA 447, NETZSCH) via two different modes.
The thermal conductivity data reported were the average
of three individual measurements. SThM (scanning thermal
microscope) images were taken on a commercial atomic
force microscope (SPA 400, SPI3800N, Seiko Inc., Japan)
equipped with a customer-built thermal scanning probe to
give out surface topography image and thermal transporting
information simultaneously.Theoptical transmittances of the
composite films were measured on a Shimadzu UV-3101PC
spectrophotometer. Sonication of GO dispersions was per-
formed by a Sonics Vibra Cell sonicator. Electrical resistivity
was measured on a Physical Properties Measurement system
(PPMS-9, Quantum Design Co.) at room temperature.

3. Results and Discussion

SEM images of graphite oxide and GO are shown in Figures
1(a) and 1(b). After sonication, graphite oxide is exfoliated
well into GO nanosheets, and no agglomerated particles
can be observed. XRD profiles of graphite, graphite oxide,
GO and GO/PVA composite (10 wt% GO) are illustrated in
Figure 1(c). Very sharp and strong diffraction peak around
26∘ is characteristic of graphite. This peak shifts to around
12∘ and becomes much broader after oxidation, which is an
indication of successful conversion from graphite to graphite
oxide. The increasing d-spacing is due to water molecule

intercalation [5]. Sonication of graphite oxide in water is a
very common and efficient way to exfoliate graphite oxide
to monolayered or few-layered GO [7, 8]. The even broader
peak around 10∘ in GO can be attributed to the fact that
GO nanosheets easily restack upon drying. The peak around
20∘ in GO/PVA composite is coming from PVA, while the
shoulder around 15∘ is possibly due to small degree of
GO nanosheet restacking at this high loading. These results
indicate that exfoliated GO nanosheets are well dispersed in
PVA matrix. Photographs of GO/PVA composite films at 3
and 5wt% GO loadings, which are shown in Figure 2(a), are
direct observations of homogeneous distribution ofGO in the
polymer matrix.

The cross section of the 3wt% GO/PVA composite
film is observed by SEM (Figure 2(b)). It can be clearly
seen that GO nanosheets are dispersed nicely in the poly-
meric matrix and no big particles or agglomerates can be
observed. Careful examination on the image indicates that
the GO nanosheets are well aligned along the tape casting
direction.

The thermal conductivities of GO/PVA composite films
at various filler loadings are summarized in Figure 3(a).
The thermal conductivities along the film plane increase
significantly due to the effective alignment of GO nanosheets
during tape casting process [2, 6–8]. The in-plane thermal
conductivity of the composite is as high as 17.61W/mK at
0.1 wt% filler loading and can reach a value of 24.63W/mK
at 5wt% loading. The latter value is close to the thermal
conductivity of fully dense alumina [15], which is one of the
most widely used electronic packaging substrate materials. It
seems that the thermal conductive pathways can be formed at
0.1 wt% GO loadings in GO/PVA composite. Apparently, the
nanosheet morphology and the alignment along the planar
direction both contribute to this low percolation threshold
(Figure 4(a)).

SThM is a powerful scanning probe microscope tech-
nique. In SThM, the interaction between the tip and sam-
ple surface is related to the heat flux. Different tempera-
ture/thermal conductivity on the sample surface constructs
the image. Thus SThM can reveal the microstructure and the
thermal transporting ability of our composites at nanoscale
simultaneously (Figures 3(b)–3(d)). The pixel brightness in
the thermal images (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)) is an indication of
thermal transport. The brighter the pixel, the faster the heat
flux (i.e., large thermal conductivity) in that region.The ther-
mal image of GO/PVA composite shows quite homogeneous
brightness, which indicates that GO disperses uniformly
in the PVA matrix and a continuous thermal conductive
pathway is formed. As a comparison, the SThM image of
micron-sized graphite oxide/PVA composite is also shown in
Figure 3(d). The obvious bright and dark contrast indicates
the less well-formed thermal conductive pathways, which
results in a much lower thermal conductivity comparing to
its GO opponents.

UV-vis spectra of GO/PVA composite films are shown
in Figure 3(e). Because it is impossible to control the film
thickness to be exactly the same, the transmittance data in
Figure 3(e) are normalized based on 10 𝜇m film thickness.
The pure PVA film has a transmittance greater than 98%.
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Figure 1: SEM images of (a) graphite oxide and (b) graphene oxide (GO). (c) XRD profiles of graphite, graphite oxide, GO and GO/PVA
composite (10 wt% GO).
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Figure 2: (a) Photographs of GO/PVA composite films by tape casting at 3 and 5wt% filler loadings, (b) SEM image of the cross section of
GO/PVA composite (3 wt% loading).
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Figure 3: (a) Thermal conductivities of GO/PVA composites at different filler loads (I, in-plane), pure PVA (◼), graphite oxide/PVA
composite at 5 wt% filler loading (◻, in-plane) and fully dense alumina (e); (b) topography and (c) thermal image of GO/PVA (5wt%
GO loading; 25W/mK); (d) thermal image of micron-sized graphite oxide/PVA composite (5 wt% filler loading; 5W/mK); and (e) the
transmittance of GO/PVA composites by tape casting with different loadings.
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Figure 4: Illustration of (a) polymer composite with fillers forming thermal conductive pathways over percolation threshold, the red lines
are indication of heat flow, (b) possible contact between fillers with different morphologies.

Table 1: Summary of the in-plane thermal conductivities of aligned
nanofiller/polymer composites∗.

Material Filler
loading

In-plane
thermal

conductivity
(W/mK)

Ref.

Aligned CNT paper 100% ∼42 [8]
Aligned CNT/epoxy composite 50 vol% ∼7 [8]
Aligned CNT/PVA composite 10 wt% ∼0.5 [10]

Aligned graphite/EPDM 31.6
vol% 7.14 [11]

Aligned carbon fiber/EPDM 15 vol% 1.23 [11]
Aligned CNT/EPDM 15 vol% 1.15 [11]
Aligned GR/epoxy 1 vol% ∼0.6 [7]
Aligned BNNS/nanofibrillated
cellulose

5 wt% 26.2 [9]
50 wt% 145.7

Aligned BN microplates/PVA 1 wt% 1.45 [2]
10 wt% 3.92

Aligned GO/PVA 0.1 wt% 17.61 This work
5 wt% 24.63

∗EPDM: ethylene-propylene-diene copolymer; BNNS: boron nitride
nanosheet; and BN: boron nitride.

The GO/PVA composite at 0.1 wt% GO loading show a trans-
mittance over 92%, while its in-plane thermal conductivity
is as high as 17.61W/mK. When we further increase the filler
loadings, the transmittance of the films decreases quickly as
predicted. The vibration observed in the spectra is due to
the interference of light, which is commonly observed in
transparent thin films [16].

Electrical resistance of GO/PVA composite is measured
to be 5.8 × 105Ω⋅m (in-plane), which is close to that value
of pure PVA (3.1∼3.8 × 105Ω⋅m). The cross-plane electrical
resistance is too large to bemeasured by the instrument used.
Obviously, introducing GO into PVAmatrix does not change
its electrical insulation nature as expected.

The thermal conductivities of our GO/PVA composites
are obviously much higher than those in previously reported
work, including those in which the fillers were also oriented.
Those data are listed in Table 1 for comparison. It has
been found that films made of aligned CNTs, the thermal
conductivities along the oriented direction, are an order of

magnitude greater than that of unoriented materials and the
cross-plane value of the same material [8]. However, when
CNTs are introduced into polymer composites, even though
they can still be highly oriented, the thermal conductivities
along the orientation direction aremuch lower than expected
[8]. The poor performance of CNT in polymer matrix is
often attributed to the high interfacial thermal resistance and
high tube-tube contact resistance [1, 3]. However, besides
the factors such as interfacial thermal resistance, filler-
filler contact resistance, fillers’ dispersibility, and percolation
threshold, the contact (overlapping) area of fillers should
also be a very important factor for heat flow. A theoretical
study done by Shenogina et al. shows that different from
electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity of the polymeric
composites can be significantly enhanced only when the
fillers are in contact. This is because the ratio of thermal
conductivities between filler andmatrix is much smaller than
that of electron conductivities [17].

The degree of overlapping on the interfacial area is
strongly affected by filler’s morphology. It increases as the
fillers deviate from perfect spherical morphology, that is,
aspect ratio [18]. As demonstrated in Figure 4(b), the contact
between one-dimensional and particulate fillers is point-to-
point, while the contact between two-dimensional fillers can
be face-to-face (the flat illustration ofGOnanosheets is ideal).
Apparently, two-dimensional fillers can provide much larger
overlapping area than the other two, whichmight make them
more promising thermal conductive fillers and be one of the
reasons for such high thermal conductivity obtained in this
work.

It is well known that GO or graphene nanosheets tend
to restack and form wrinkled structure especially upon
drying. Restacking of GO nanosheets is possible to disfavor
the formation of percolated network; that is, percolation
threshold increases, while wrinkling will reduce the effective
aspect ratio of the filler. In our experiments, the GO is
always dispersed in water during the whole process to avoid
restacking and wrinkling, which may be another important
contributor to the high thermal conductivities observed in
the composites.

4. Conclusions

In summary, GO nanosheets are introduced into PVAmatrix
to improve polymer’s thermal conductivity by a simple
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environmental friendly process in this work. GO/PVA com-
posite films are prepared by tape casting, which can easily
make the GO nanosheets well align along the film surface.
Anisotropic thermal conductivities are observed due to the
shape and orientation of those nanosheets. Very high in-
plane thermal conductivities of GO/PVA composites can be
achieved at very low filler loadings. In-plane thermal con-
ductivity of 17.61W/mK can be reached at only 0.1 wt% GO
loading, which is about 100 times higher than the PVAmatrix.
And that value can further increase to 24.63W/mK at 5wt%
loading, which is close to the thermal conductivity of fully
dense alumina. The unique 2D morphology of GO, which
can provide largest overlapping area between filler particles,
may be an important reason for its superior performance
in promoting polymer thermal conducting abilities to other
fillers, especially CNT.The all-wet handle of GO prevents GO
nanosheets from restacking and forming wrinkled structure
is another key contributor to the high thermal conductivities
obtained.

Besides being highly thermally conductive, the GO/PVA
composite at 0.1 wt% loading is electrical insulative and
transparent in visible region, which makes this composite
very appealing to many applications.
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